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		Blue Vervain Spagyric Tincture (2 fl oz)


	     94 reviews  



	Favorite of the Druids, this bitter nervine acts immediately on your nervous system to relieve stress, calm your nerves, and promotes physical and mental relaxation.* Say goodbye to pain, headaches, and muscle tension naturally.* Some even use it to help fall asleep with ease.* Try our spagyric tincture to unlock a world of tranquility and relief.* 



Units Sold: 10,765

	
		Rated 4.31 out of 5 based on 71 customer ratings
								(74 customer reviews)
						


USD$ 34.99

In stock


	             

	
		
		
		Blue Vervain Spagyric Tincture (2 fl oz) quantity
	
	

Add to cart
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     David Sparks      
    
 Blue Vervain Spagyric Tincture (2 fl oz) Definitely one of the must haves for me. This herb works as advertised. I primarily used it prior to bedtime. Enhances relaxation and the quality of sleep.
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     michael edwards      
    
 Blue Vervain Spagyric Tincture (2 fl oz) Great product
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     Linda Siegler      
    
 Blue Vervain Spagyric Tincture (2 fl oz) Great for sleeping thank you
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Blue Vervain Spagyric Tincture – Relax and Relieves Physical Pain and Aches Naturally*

This 4,437 Year-Old Herbal Tincture Destroys Swelling and Wipes Out Pain, Coughs and Headaches Fast … 

A Potent All Natural Pain-Killer With Many, Many Applications.

[image: ]
Over the few millennia that it’s use has been recorded, blue vervain healing herb has had many names… such as the-herb-of-the-cross, the enchanter’s herb, the holy herb, the herb of grace and many, many more.

It’s usage dates as far back as Ancient Egyptian mythology (that’s 4,437 years ago!) in the story of the goddess, Isis.

“In Egyptian mythology, as Isis, goddess of fertility, grieved for her murdered brother-husband, Osiris, vervain grew from her tears.”*1

Because of its powerful effects, Blue Vervain herb’s popularity – up until modern times – spread like wildfire.



A Tonic That Relieves Stress, Calms Your Nerves and Relaxes Your Muscles

(Great For Adrenal Fatigue)*

[image: Blue Vervain natural herb tincture]
Blue vervain is traditionally known as what’s called a nervine.

Nervines are herbs that beneficially support your nervous system. Often they calm you down. Many people take these to fall asleep. Like valerian, or passionflower. 

Valerian and passionflower, however, are a different type of nervine…hypnotics which have a sleepy effect.

Blue Vervain is another type of nervine: A nervine tonic

Although it has relaxant effects, blue vervain will not “knock you out” to sleep. Though it may help relax you before bed… which would help with falling asleep.

It’s more gentle in action and thus can be used throughout the day.

Blue vervain is very bitter, which may be a contributing factor for why it helps stimulate your digestion.

Digestive stimulating herbs like Blue Vervain help:

	Stimulate the flow of digestive juices*
	Repair and detox your liver*
	Seal your gut wall from damage (leaky gut syndrome)*
	Fight of bad bacteria and parasites*


Because of its digestive abilities, it’s not a surprise that blue vervain is also an adaptogenic herb…  since it targets your immune system (which is 90% in your gut).*4 Therefore it aims to put your whole body into a greater degree of symbiosis.*

Studies have shown that blue vervain has sedative effects and calms emotions… which can really help in times of stress.*5

If you’re like many out there you may live a very stressful life, with a job, responsibilities, personal and relationship challenges, and a myriad of problems that life faces us with.

Blue vervain is a great natural tincture to calm your nerves when you need it (without having to reach for a drink or drugs).



History of Blue Vervain Usage

	The Romans’ healers and their army had their hands on it. Their military used it in case of injuries, and the Roman emperor’s court physician used it for deadly illnesses.
	While crucified, Jesus’s wounds were filled with vervain. This was done not only to stop the bleeding but to remedy the immense pain he experienced.
	Vervain’s usage was renowned by the Druids; the secret philosophers, the peacemakers, medical professionals, teachers and political advisors of ancient Celtic cultures. This was their #1 herb.


	In the middle ages, vervain became a popular remedy for skin problems. Herbalists used it for acne, pimples, and dandruff (today we now know that many of these conditions stem from gut and digestive problems).


	Colonialists found Native Americans using it for digestive problems like gastrointestinal disorders.


	Today, contemporary herbalists recommend vervain for pain, headaches, menstrual cramps and PMS, hot flashes, muscle tension, fighting parasites and even seizures and much more.


Now, instead of reaching for your favorite pharmaceutical pill to quiet headaches or pain of any kind…you can simply take a couple drops of this all natural and powerful herbal tincture to safely sedate your discomfort and relax.




Helps Type-A-Personalities and Hard Workers “Chill Out”*

[image: Blue Vervain on Stress]
	Do you find yourself obsessed with getting to the next level in your career?
	Are you always focused on working and how to optimize your life?
	Want to be able to shut your mind off, let go and relax with your family?
	Have a hard time transitioning from work to anything else?


Then Blue Vervain is just the herb for you. 

It’s nervine and sedative properties help over-achievers chill out when they need it most.

Let’s look into that:



Blue Vervain, a Powerful Natural Pain-Killer that Reduces Swelling, Eases Strain and Soreness*

Over the last 75 years, the pharmaceutical industry has gotten us dependent on them for our health solutions.

Got a headache? Pop your favorite franken pill.

Suffering from awful cramps, nerve damage or joint pain? Reach into your medicine cabinet, and pop your favorite franken pill.

And to what consequence? 

Today most Americans are sick and in lots of pain during their golden years.




Time Tested By Ancient Cultures…  

It’s Pain Blocking Effects Have Now Been 

Proven By Scientists

[image: DNA]Vervain’s usage has been time-tested (for over 4,000 years) and now science is PROVING its pain relieving components. Let’s look at them:

Blue Vervain has the active constituents: iridoids, caffeoyl derivatives, and flavonoids. Scientists believe these are responsible for blocking the detection of pain by our senses. 

Not only are these active constituents antinociceptive (meaning they block our pain receptors) but scientists also believe they can help to balance inflammation in the body.*2

This is HUGE.

Why reach for a pill that has god-knows-what kind of bad side effects when you can use an herbal tincture that will actually BOOST your immune system – instead of harm it?

Here’s even more research on the subject:

One study on rats with massive ear inflammation found that vervain showed a high reduction of swelling.*3

Who could benefit from a reduction of swelling?

	Anyone suffering from chronic pain
	Rheumatic pain
	Nerve pain
	Women with menstrual cramps, PMS, and hot flashes


More research revealed that you could actually use this herbal tincture as a cream on wounds to block pain, because it is analgesic – meaning it relieves and blocks pain.

“In the analgesia test the cream dose-dependently exerted topically induced analgesia”*2



Great For Both Men with ED and 

Women for PMS and Menstrual Cramps*

Because Blue Vervain is a sedative herb, it helps men who are stuck in their head, and over-thinking, to get-it-up.*

When you overthink, you begin to worry. This is a destructive thing to do when you’re about to have sex.

Lots of men suffer from ED because their mind is concerned with getting it up. 

Blue vervain helps you to STOP THINKING, putting you into your body so you can FEEL instead, and focus on what you need to: FEELING pleasure.

Vervain is also an amazing herb for women suffering from PMS, cramps and any type of menstrual pain.

It’s proven sedative and pain-blocking effects make it a great alternative to pharmaceutical drugs which have similar effects… except vervain has no nasty SIDE effects.



How to Take Blue Vervain Spagyric Tincture

As always our aim is to bring you the highest quality products.

[image: ]
Our Blue Vervain is wildcrafted here in the US.

Along with pure Blue Vervain, we use Organic Cane Alcohol and Filtered Water.

There’s nothing else.

Taking Blue Vervain Tincture is very simple…

	One dropperful (about 30 drops) twice per day is the general recommendation.
	You can also take small amounts, like 6-12 drops at a time, several times throughout the day to help with stress or pain. 





Lost Empire Herb’s Blue Vervain Tincture: 

Made Using The Spagyric Process Takes Full Advantage of the Herb’s Healing Properties

The word “spagyric” is derived from Greek: “Spaein” (divides) and “argarein” (unites). 

Reuniting is the idea behind the Spagyric process. It allows you to take advantage of more of the herb’s FULL capabilities.

The spagyric tincture process adds the mineral component back into the extract, giving it more “body” so that it works better on your body.

This makes it extremely powerful and potent.
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

			

					
				
	Additional information


	Weight	5.5 oz
	Dimensions	9 × 7 × 3 in
	Dosage / Size	One dropper (approximately 30 drops) twice daily / 2 fl oz.


	Product Of	USA


	Dietary	Gluten Free, Paleo Friendly, Vegan-Friendly


	Does Not Contain	GMO's, Fillers, Preservatives, Added Sugar, Artificial Flavorings or Colorings


	Type	Pure Blue Vervain, we use Organic Cane Alcohol and Filtered Water.
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				Lab Results
	Identity Certificate of Analysis (Customer-Friendly)
	Identity Certificate of Analysis (Technical)
	Heavy Metals and Microbiological Certificate of Analysis
	Full-Spectrum Mineral Report


Heavy Metals details for Blue Vervain Tincture shown below. For more on our Heavy Metal Grading System go here.

	Heavy Metals	Arsenic	Cadmium	Lead	Mercury	Average Grade/Max Dosage
	Test Results (ppm)	0	0	0.002	0	
	Max Dose Levels (mcg)	0	0	0.004	0	2 g / 60 drops
	Max Dose Levels (mcg)	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]


			

					
				FAQ
Details about:




What is Blue Vervain?
 Blue vervain is a flowering herb local to North America.

It’s under the vervain family of herbs which can be found around the globe and have been used for therapeutic purposes since the time of the Egyptians. 



What other names does it go by?
 Verbena hastata is the Latin name. Thus, it is also sometimes called verbena. Other names include; enchanter’s plant, herb of grace, herb-of-the-cross, ma bian cao, pigeonweed and simpler’s joy.



What is Blue Vervain used for?
It is considered a nervine herb because of it’s nerve soothing components which help relax and relieve pain.





Quality:




How is it grown?
Our Blue Vervain is wild crafted by locals here in the USA, around the Oregon region. It is supplied by the same people that bring us our Ashwagandha and Nettle Root Spagyric Tinctures. 



Is it organic?
 Not certified. Instead it is wildcrafted (which is typically better than organic). 



What are the active compounds?
A single active compound has not been identified. Instead, several unique compounds including verbenalin, verbascoside, verbenin, and hastatoside, have been found, along with many other compounds.



What is the tincture extract ratio?
1:3



Why in a spagyric tincture, not a regular tincture?
A spagyric tincture takes an additional time consuming process over regular tinctures. It results in a superior herbal extract, and we aim to bring you the best. 



What is the difference between Verbena officinalis and Verbena hastata?
Verbena officinalis grows in Europe, while Verbena hastata grows in North America. We use hastata because we get our supply from within the USA. Herbally, these different species are used interchangeably. 





How to Take:




How to take Blue Vervain?
One dropperful (about 30 drops) twice per day is the general recommendation. You can also take small amounts, like 6-12 drops at a time, several times throughout the day to help with stress or pain.



How does the tincture taste?
 Very bitter.



How long should I take Blue Vervain?
Since it’s a pretty safe herb you can take Blue Vervain for months, possibly even years. However, consult a health care practitioner if you will be using it daily for long term purposes. 



How long will one tincture last?
 Each bottle has approximately 40 dropperfuls. If you take one per day it will last you 40 days. If you take two per day it will last 20 days. Depending on your dosage it could last longer or shorter.



Does Blue Vervain need to be cycled?
It does not. 



Can I take it every day?
 Yes. 



When to take Blue Vervain?
 You can take Blue Vervain at any time during the day. Unlike other nervines, it does not make you drowsy so it can be used in the morning or afternoon. But it also can help with sleep, so many people will like to take it before bed.





Effects:




What are the effects?
Primarily it is a nervine which means it helps with stress, sleep, depressing or anxious thinking, as well as helping with pain and cramps.



How long until you notice effects from Blue Vervain?
 Blue Vervain’s nervine effects can usually be felt immediately. It can relax your nervous and muscular systems pretty quickly. For more chronic issues, it may take weeks or months to see results.



Will Blue Vervain help with stress, pain or even depression?
It is known for helping with these things. That being said, everyone is different. The only way to know for sure is to try it out and see if it helps you. 



Is this helpful for women and symptoms of PMS?
 Absolutely. It is a wonderful herb to supplement with during your cycle as it helps relieve pains and aches. 





Side Effects and Contraindications:




Is Blue Vervain safe?
 Yes, Blue Vervain is very safe to consume and nontoxic. In clinical studies little to no side effects were found from using Blue Vervain. 



Is Blue Vervain safe for pregnant or breastfeeding women?
 It is not recommended for pregnancy, as it has been used historically for miscarriages. However, it is recommended for breastfeeding women, as it can help stimulate lactation.



Who should take Blue Vervain?
Blue Vervain is an excellent herb for professionals, students, business folk, and anyone who feels overwhelmed, in pain or stressed and is looking to better relax without taking drugs or alcohol.





Interactions with medication and combinations with other herbs:




Can this be taken with other herbs?
 Definitely! In fact, we recommend Blue Vervain in combination with any of our herbs, mushrooms, and formulas.



I am on prescription medication, can I still take Blue Vervain?
 Although Blue Vervain is generally safe and nontoxic, it’s best you consult a healthcare practitioner first. No known negative interactions with drugs are listed at the time this FAQ was written. 





 

			

					
				Shipping & Refunds
At Lost Empire Herbs, we strive to provide our customers with quality products and services. You can shop confidently with our hassle-free 365-day satisfaction window on qualified orders and products.

Please review the policy details stated below. If you have additional questions or need assistance, contact the Lost Empire Herbs support team at [email protected] or 1-866-764-3727[image: ]

Shipping Cost:

The cost of shipping varies depending on location. Free shipping is provided on USA orders over $100 USD (before taxes and fees), and free shipping is provided on CA and MX orders over $ 175 USD (before taxes and fees).

Delivery Times:

Delivery times will vary depending on the destination. The Lost Empire Herbs facility is located in Kansas City, Mo. The processing and packaging of orders in our facility typically take 1-3 business days. Our shipping department ships daily, Monday through Friday, excluding holidays. This timeline may be delayed during sales and around holidays.

[image: ]

Need Faster Shipping?

We will happily take requests from customers who desire a quicker processing time. We understand our herbs are used to improve and support optimal health. If you need your herbs or formulas quicker, please email us directly at [email protected] before placing your order.

Located in Australia or New Zealand? 

Lost Empire Herbs has partnered with Revivify Health based out of Australia. Shop a large selection of authentic Lost Empire Herbs products, and enjoy quicker shipping times and reduced fees! By purchasing from Revivify, you must adhere to the policies set forth by Revivify Health as they differ from Lost Empire Herbs. Click here to shop at Revivify Health.

International Shipments: 

Lost Empire Herbs is not liable for customs fees or duties the destination country may impose. Customs fees are the responsibility of the importer or the recipient of the goods, and any fees or taxes assessed by the destination country are the buyer’s responsibility. Please know any fees your country may impose before purchasing from Lost Empire Herbs. Orders returned to Lost Empire Herbs due to unpaid destination county import fees may be refunded, excluding the cost of shipping when the order is returned to Lost Empire Herbs.

Returns and Exchanges: 

Not satisfied? No problem; Lost Empire Herbs offers a 365 satisfaction window on qualified orders/products. Click here to learn if you qualify for a refund, exchange, or store credit.

Shipping Restrictions:

Unfortunately, there are shipping restrictions in some countries. This is due to import regulations, product regulations, or regulations related to the pandemic. Click here to learn more.

Unable to Place an Order: 

If you cannot order on our website due to shipping restrictions, we may still be able to help! Please complete this shipping request form, and we will contact you directly to determine the best way to get you an order.

Missing Package?

Is your package lost or undelivered? Email us directly at [email protected], and our team will provide options to ensure you receive your order or provide alternative options.
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		Free eBook: The Secrets to Performance Herbalism 
Take Your Health and Performance to the Next Level	
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REVIEWS DISCLAIMER

These products are dietary supplements and are not intended to diagnose, treat cure or prevent any disease. Reviews are not intended as a substitute for appropriate medical care or the advice of a physician or another medical professional. Actual results may vary among users. Lostempireherbs.com makes no warranty or representation, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or validity of the information contributed by outside product review submissions, and assumes no responsibility or liability regarding the use of such information.
The information and statements regarding the dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. If you have a medical condition or disease, please talk to your health care provider. If you are currently taking a prescription medication, you should work with your health care provider before discontinuing any drug or altering any drug regimen, including augmenting your regimen with dietary supplements.

Do not attempt to self-diagnose any disease or ailment based on the reviews and do not use the information contained herein for diagnosing or treating a health problem or disease. Proper medical care is critical to good health. If you have a health concern or suspect you have an undiagnosed sign or symptom, please consult a physician or health care practitioner.






© 2024 Lost Empire Herbs. All Rights Reserved
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